2018-2019
Long Term Curriculum Overview
Main Subject and Topic Drivers
2018-2019
Key Authors for the Year
Autumn 1:
Explorers and Adventurers
Autumn 2:
Looking Back
Spring 1:
Bookworms
Spring 2:
What a Wonderful World!
Summer Term:
Holidays

Year 4
David Walliams and Levi Pinfold
Mountains and Dragons

Romans

Carol Ann Duffy and ‘The Princess’ Blankets’
Cities in the UK
Electricity
The Rainforest
Water Cycle

Termly Overview

Whole School Theme:

Year 4 Topic:

Holidays

The Rainforest

Summer Term 2019

- Decimal fractions recapped and continued

- Writing persuasive texts, and non-fiction reports related

- Measurements and money

to our Rainforest topic and the water cycle.

- Solving money problems in practical contexts

- Spellings – see separate lists

English

- Grammar – inverted commas, subordinate clauses, noun
phrases, determiners, pronouns and adverbials

Maths

- Time – key concepts including converting between
analogue and digital (12 and 24 hour). Solving time
problems in practical contexts.

- Reading – ‘The Great Kapok Tree’, ‘Where the Island

- Statistics - interpreting charts and introducing line

Meets the Sea’ and creation stories.

graphs (including analysing weather data from
rainforests, comparing data to that of the UK).

Living Things and their Habitats:

Jigsaw – Puzzle 5 – Relationships

- Climate change and other effects

Science

- How we can help our habitat and our environment
The Water Cycle:

- Knowing how to make friends

PSHE

- Links to writing explanation texts in English

- What creates a good relationship?

evaporation
- Identifying the equator and lines of tropics

Geography

- Locating rainforests on a world map

PE

- Art work linked to the topic of rainforests (landscapes

Design

and animals)

Music

Charanga Music

- Racquet sports and athletics
- Striking and fielding linked to summer sports e.g.
cricket and rounders

- Identifying the layers of a rainforest

Art and

- Helping others
- Special pets

- Understanding key vocabulary e.g. precipitation and

- Recognising types of rainforests

- Solving friendship problems when they occur

Computing

MFL

- Computing Skills
- E-Safety

LanguageNut

